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A still from the coming planetarium show, visualising the
'Cosmic Web'.Gas falls into the Dark Matter filaments,

that stretch across the Universe, allowing detailed
probes of the nature of Dark Energy. This simulation

demonstrates
the scale on which ASKAP and the SKA will be able to

image the sky.The tiny dots of gas are the galaxies, the
galaxy clusters are formed at the intersection of 

Dark Matter filaments.Image credit: Alan Duffy.

International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR) scientist Dr Alan Duffy and his team will soon unveil awe-inspiring movies featuring visual simulations of the
formations of galaxies.

The project uses iVEC supercomputers, located at Bentleyʼs Technology Park, to store and process the massive
amounts of data required to run the high level of detail involved in the mock observations.

The project is an integral part of testing we have the system capabilities to run the Australian Square Kilometre
Array Pathfinder (ASKAP), a next next-generation radio telescope located in Murchison, Western Australia.

Project leader Dr Duffy says the ASKAP working group will use the mock observations to “know how best to
analyse the amount of data that will be produced”.

“As well as being scientifically interesting in themselves, these simulations afford us the best training ground,” he
says.

“It is crucial prior to turning on the telescope, because once itʼs on, the amount of data will be unmanageable if we
arenʼt ready.”

To make the simulations, Dr Duffy says they must take “what observations tell us is the content of the Universe in
a variety of forms of dark matter, dark energy and baryonic material”.

“We take the constraints from cosmic microwave background measurements and let that evolve within the
simulations, solving both gravitational interactions between the dark matter and the gas as well as the, somewhat
more involved, gas physics.

“Eventually, some time within a million years or so the first starts will begin to form.

“This is, again, another level of detail within the simulations.

“So we begin to track the impact of the stars, especially the supernovae explosions you get at the end of their lives, and the gas distributions.

“We want to pull out the neutral hydrogen signal, which is eventually what ASKAP is going to detect.

“It takes months on supercomputers to run but they are necessary to prove and test our understandings of cosmology and how we believe galaxies form.

“Itʼs as realistic as we can make it without actually having to build the telescope itself.”

The simulations will also be used as an outreach tool, to teach school children and the public about ASKAP as well as Australiaʼs bid to host the Square Kilometre Array, a
project aiming to answer some of the greatest questions we have about the beginnings of the Universe.

Dr Duffy says they will be impressive and the “amount of detail is incredible”.

“You go from the very centres of galaxies – to voids in the most empty regions of the Universe.”

Dr Duffy works with Professor Paul Bourke from the Western Australian Supercomputer Program (WASP), his student Daniel Beard, Swinburne Universityʼs Dr Rob Crain
and the original simulation team (OWLS collaboration) led by Prof Joop Schaye from the University of Leiden.
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